
And yet another trip to lottery headquarters
to cash in a winner!  Swell, huh?
We’ve got the routine down pat.
Now we just need those numbers…
ALL OF THEM…to line up for us.  If
you’re keeping track, we have now
missed The Pick jackpot a total of 77
times!  Crazy, huh?  One of these
days…BAM…Bullseye!  Stay tuned
and we hope YOUR name is on that
winner’s list!

As mentioned in the last
newsletter, Powerball is adding
another drawing night beginning on
August 23.  While we do plan to
offer tickets on Mondays, we want to
see what kind of interest there is
before committing to the number of
tickets/pools we will make available.
Initially, if you want to play on
Monday nights, you should log into the
EZPooling.com website to participate in a
Monday night pool.  Then we can see how much
interest there is and can add more pools
accordingly.  Make sense?  We don’t plan to add
the 3rd night to monthly plays automatically, but
will do so by request.

Recently we sent out some cards for you to
hand out to friends, acquaintances, or anyone
you know who may want to increase their

chances when playing the lottery.  When you
hand out these cards, you should put your ID#
on the bottom in the “Promo code” space.  That
way, when anyone plays, using your ID# as a
reference, YOU will earn $$.  Up to $50 for each
referral and that includes any and all referrals.
Unlimited.  So keep a card in your wallet

because you never know
when you’ll run into
someone who may be
interested.  If you would
like to receive more
cards, please let us know.
We are happy to oblige.

We are always look-
ing to add more ways of
making you a winner!
Daily, weekly, monthly
pools, Scratcher pools
and weekly contests.  We
look forward to finding
many more!  Thank you
all for your patronage!

Check out all the winners
on the next page!

July - August 2021

Humans are the only creatures that will
cut down a tree, turn it into paper, then

write “Save Trees” on it.

1# Away from $2,900,000!!!



At www.ezpooling.com you can: 

1. Place orders 
2. View your numbers
3. View your  results
4. View your Account History
5. Make Deposits
6. View recent Big Winners
7.Enter our New FREE Weekly Giveaway to Win
either a $20 Gas Card, $20 in Scratchers, or $20 in
Play Credit. . . . and More is Coming!

The Winners Keep Coming
You Can Bet on it!

(Just Since last Newsletter)

8024 N 24th Ave #B
Phoenix, AZ 85021

N.E. Corner I-17  
& Northern

602-995-9200   
800-274-7529

The Ultimate FUN!!!

Ultimate Millions offers Multiple Large Prizes.
Here are the available prizes at the time of printing.
$3,500,000 - 3,   $100,000 -5,    $10,000 - 9

$1,000 - 523,    $500 - 31,784 
$100 - 111,866,   Plus  $50, $40, $30

We have 2 Scratcher pool choices:
1. $28 to share in 5 tickets or 
2. $43 to share in 9 tickets  
Both pools are made up of 10 players. 
Just reply to our Tuesday email or call us.

You can Jump in any time!
We hit more than what we show on this page
plus 2 new $500 winners just this past week.
These Scratcher games offer better odds, and
often sizeable jackpots as well.  So if you
haven’t done that, give it a shot. 

PLUS - we had 4 - $500
Scratcher winners!!


